A critical examination of the hospital restructuring process in Ontario, Canada.
Little work has been done to consider the roles of different forms of knowledge and civil society actors in health policy development. Research on the role of knowledge in policy change has focussed on the contributions of social science knowledge and social scientists. This view assumes that the perspectives and knowledge of experts are the only valid input into the process and is non-critical in its analysis of health policy and health inequities. This paper challenges the reliance upon certain types of knowledge that are brought to bear on the health policy change process, and that knowledge and its creation are impartial activities. This paper presents a conceptual framework of health policy change that incorporates broad concepts of knowledge and civil society actors as contributing to health policy development. It also demonstrates the different dynamics that impinge upon knowledge and its use in health policy change. A case study on hospital restructuring in Toronto, Canada, is presented. Women's College Hospital fought recommended closure and merging of its inpatient services with Sunnybrook Health Science Centre. The case study examined the selection and use of knowledge by the Hospital in building its case against closure.